
Text Structures 
 

 Signal Words 
I might see these words in 

this text structure. They help 
the reader know what to 

expect. 

Graphic Organizer 
I can use this when reading or writing in a 
specific text structure to organize ideas. 

Examples 
I would use this text structure 

in these situations.  

Description 
 

Definition 

For instance 
For example 
Such as 
An example 
Includes 
Another 
Furthermore 
To illustrate 
Topic word/synonym 
repeatedly  

List the features, 
characteristics, or examples of 
an idea or topic (person, place, 
or thing) 

● Ten best places to 
vacation in Canada 

● Arctic wolves 
● Michael Jordan 
● Apple iPhone X 
● Corporal punishment in 

schools 

Sequence First          Second 
Before      Previously 
During      In the beginning 
After         In the end 
Next          Now 
Then         Later 
Finally       Following  

Show the order of events, 
explain a process, steps to 
follow 

● How to change a flat tire 
● Process of erosion 
● History of Computers 



Cause 
Effect 

Cause:           Effect: 
Because of    As a result 
Because        So 
Since             Therefore 
If                    Then 
                      This led to/due 
to 
                      Consequently 
           Reason 
           Why 

 
 

 

Explain the reasons why 
something happens or explain 
the various effects of a 
particular event.  

● Causes of the Civil War 
● Long-term effects of air 

pollution 
● Causes and effects of 

traumatic brain injury 

Compare 
Contrast 

Both              Different 
Same            However 
Similar          Unlike 
Alike             On the other 
hand 
As well as     Instead of  
Both              As opposed to 
Not only…    Although 
...But also 
 

 
 
 

   

   

   

   

 
 

Explain how two or more 
things are alike and/or different 

● Xbox vs Play Station 
● Three branches of the 

U.S. government 
● Russia before and after 

the fall of the Soviet Union 
● The NBA’s best five 

forwards 



Problem 
Solution 

Question 
Problem 
Issue 
Dilemma 
Solve 
Solution 
Reason 
Answer  

 

 

Describes a problem and its 
solution(s) 
Similar to cause/effect 

● How to stop biting your 
nails 

● Three ways to get fluffier 
chocolate chip cookies 

● The potential 
denuclearization of North 
Korea 

 


